Obstacles and Strategic Opportunities for Apologetics in Academia
In a post-Christian Europe, we face a twofold challenge of intellectual and emotional deception. The
first creates a false alternative between a “scientific” worldview and the Christian faith, and the
second creates a false alternative between a “progressive” mindset opposed to an apparently
suppressive, fearful, and outdated Christianity. Even many Christians are emotionally and mentally
immobilized by adopting secular worldviews while they try at the same time to argue the case for
Christianity within the mental paths determined by these views. The challenge is therefore to
understand and overcome a misleading mindset as well as the corresponding emotional obstacles. In
order to strengthen Christian students and academics, we need Christians on all levels of academic life
who model the freedom of Christian thinking, encourage others on a personal level, identify and
tackle structural, institutional, or political barriers, share best practice experiences, and finally initiate
ideas that work in a given environment. This talk will give some examples and seek to encourage a
stimulating discussion.
Ralf Bergmann received his degree in physics and a doctorate from German universities. He is or has
been involved in topics ranging from solid-state physics to optical technologies at several research
institutions in Germany and Australia and has also worked in industrial research. Currently he is a
professor at a German university and head of a research institute working on optical technologies and
optoelectronics. Beyond his research, he is interested in defending the reasonability of Christian faith,
especially all around the triangle of physics, philosophy, and theology and the relevance of Christian
faith for modern western society.

I. What is a strategy?
A. A strategy answers three questions:
1.

Where are we now?

2.

What is our goal?

3.

What measures do we need to get there?

B. A famous example

II. Where are we now? The post-Christian Europe!
A. The relevance of Christianity for society

B. The consequences of the absence of Christianity

III.

The twofold challenge and its roots
A. A false view of science
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1.

The atheistic claim

2.

Relation of worldviews and natural science

B. A false view of humans
1.

The atheistic claim

2.

The basis of secular and christian world view

C. Roots, goals and consequences of a false view of humans
1.

Marxism, Neo-Marxism and the successors

2.

Reshaping the mind

3.

The false escape and the immobilization of Christians

IV. The goal: A renewed vision of Christianity in Europe
A. No way back: Every epoch has its own challenge!

B. A renewed vision of Academia

V. How do we get there?
A. Rediscover the freedom of Christian thinking

B. Break the barrier of silence

C. Opportunities for change
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VI. Some Conclusions
A. Develop your personal strategy

B. What can you do best?
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